Abstract -This paper argues for alternate state variables and new types of sophisticated devices that implement more functionality in one computational step than typical devices based on simple switches. Elementary excitations in solids enabling wave interactions are possible initial candidates to create such new devices. The paper focuses on magnon-based spin-wave-logic functions (SPWF) and presents high fan-in majority, weighted high fan-in majority, and frequency-multiplexed weighted high fan-in majority devices as initial SPWFs. Experiments proving feasibility are also shown. Benefits vs. scaled CMOS are quantified. Results show that for 128 or larger inputs even a 2.5µm SPWF carry-look-ahead adder implementation is faster than the 45nm CMOS version. The 45nm SPWF adder is expected to be significantly faster across the whole range of input widths. In particular, the 45nm SPWF CLA adder is estimated to be at least 77X faster than CMOS version for input widths equal to or greater than 1024. A second example of a counter circuit is presented to illustrate the considerable reduction in complexity possible vs. CMOS.
INTRODUCTION
CMOS technology scaling, driven by the goal of higher performance with minimum area and power consumption, is reaching fundamental limits forcing researchers to look beyond MOSFETs, the top-down CMOS manufacturing mindset, and the associated hierarchical multi-level logic organization, for new ideas. New devices based on spin-FETs [1] , molecularlevel physical phenomena, and FET devices based on emerging nanoscale materials, e.g., built with nanowires [2] , graphene ribbons [3] , and carbon nanotubes [4] are actively investigated, in addition to new types of computational circuits and fabrics [2] [5] [6] [7] .
The main focus in the device community, however, has been on improving the intrinsic delay, minimizing switching power and leakage in a single device, often assuming that the rest of the paradigm to design chips could remain almost unchanged from CMOS. For example, even with computation paradigms based on new types of physical phenomena (i.e. alternate state variables), what forms the basic device is often envisioned as a simple controlled/gated switch. The computational paradigm relies then on fairly conventional mindset: building a first gate out of these switches with relatively low fan-in and fan-out, cascading these into multiple levels with larger fan-in and more complex logic functions and then forming blocks of conceptually interesting components like an ALU, etc. What is notable is that by the time these blocks are composed, due to the many levels of logic and wiring requirements, the original goal of having a small switching delay, while still important, becomes less critical. Clearly, system-level performance does not always scale in proportion to the individual device performance. Furthermore, it is increasingly accepted that charge-based electronics is very competitive and there is no alternate state variable based switch on the horizon that would be much faster [8] .
Can there be then a better, game-changing way to improve system-level performance? While there are many possible pathways to attack the nanoscale fabric problem, what we propose in this paper is to shift the focus towards new types of devices that can be made more functional than simple switches. For example, imagine if it would be possible to devise devices that are able to implement arbitrary logic operations or even logic functions with high fan-in and fan-out without proportionally increasing delay, power and area.
One physical fabric approach that has that potential is based on non-equilibrium physical phenomena and wave interactions, e.g., spin waves. In the proposed new device structures, logic operations are based on wave superposition implementing spin wave functions. We show control mechanisms and structures to allow increased functionality for wave superposition to implement arbitrary logic with very high fan-in and fan-out but without increasing proportionally area and delay. Our thinking is that these novel computing devices and associated systems could ensure considerably more benefits than speedup optimizations of more basic device switches (coupled with a conventional logic organization).
The main contributions of this paper include: i) a vision for future computation based on sophisticated logic functions as new devices, ii) new high fan-in/fan-out electron spin SPWFs, iii) initial experimental validation, and iv) initial exploration of benefits over state-of-the-art scaled CMOS with two example arithmetic circuits.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents our vision for enhanced logic functionality incorporated into a single device. Section III presents Spin Wave logic Functions (SPWFs).Feasibility of the fabric is also discussed and initial experimental validation is shown. Sections IV and V present performance-gain and complexity-reduction benefits of this approach based on our initial explorations of two arithmetic circuits. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. DEVICES THAT ARE LOGIC FUNCTIONS
Several proposals have been made towards implementing a highly efficient computational system at nanoscale. However, complex circuits have been typically realized based on devices that are simple switching elements. Most research towards emerging devices focuses on improving the performance of such simple devices. In contrast, our vision is to use sophisticated devices able to implement logic functions in one physical step as building blocks for more complex systems. Fig. 1 shows the basic idea of the device in conventional computational systems and our envisioned approach.
In our approach, a single device simultaneously processes a large number of inputs and accomplishes sophisticated logic functions based on external control. The key requirements for such a device would be i) alternate ways to encode information utilizing novel physical phenomena (alternate state variables) and ii) new types of interactions between inputs/control achieving a desired logic functionality.
Non-equilibrium physical phenomena with wave-based interactions could be leveraged to meet the above requirements. In a non-equilibrium fabric, switching times are lower than the thermal relaxation time, leading to fast processing. Information may be encoded in the amplitude and/or phase of a wave. Interactions between waves, such as interference and superposition, may then be utilized for achieving specific logic functions. Elementary excitations in solids may be used for information encoding and processing. Examples include spin waves, plasmonics, photon and phonon excitations and many quasi particles.
In this paper we present new functional devices based on these types of wave interactions. The key aspect here is how to disruptively scale differently the control inputs from the regular inputs. For example, we create several different high fan-in devices accomplishing logic in a single step of computationwithout imposing added complexity on the control proportionally. We may then use such devices in circuits implementing complex logic. We show one possible approach using spin-waves but the general approach is applicable to other wave-based phenomena as well.
III. SPIN WAVE FUNCTIONS (SPWFS)
A spin wave is a collective oscillation of spins in an ordered spin lattice around the direction of magnetization in ferromagnetic materials [9] . Information may be encoded into the phase of spin waves propagating in these materials. Superposition of spin waves of different phases helps achieve useful logic functionality. More conventional logic circuits (e.g. AND, NAND, OR, etc) based on spin waves have been proposed in [10] . Various topologies can be envisioned for a given functionality. Fig. 2 shows key physical components of spin-wave-based fabrics. Magnetic waveguides, phase shifters and amplifiers [10] form the necessary infrastructure for realizing these systems. Spin waves propagate through waveguides. Phase shifters are used to manipulate the phases of the waves and invert logic states. Magneto-electric (ME) cells manipulate spin wave amplitudes [10] . Input/output functions are achieved using electro-magnetic coupling between the ferromagnetic material and input rails.
Superposition interactions between spin waves naturally lend themselves to majority function implementation. For example, consider interference of three spin waves with equal amplitudes. If two of the waves are in phase '0' and the third wave is in phase '1', the resultant wave will be of phase '0'. Majority logic is an efficient way of implementing digital logic. Instead of using Boolean logic operators (e.g. AND, OR, NAND), majority logic represents and manipulates digital inputs on the basis of majority decision.
In fact, the majority function described is an example of Spin Wave logic Functions (SPWFs). Additional functionality can be obtained by adjusting various other physical parameters: i) Amplitude of input signals and control can be manipulated using ME cells; ii) Frequency multiplexing can be used to simultaneously transmit several spin waves over a waveguide with different functionalities realized for different frequencies; iii) Control inputs (inputs that alter, for example, the majority decision) can be modified to achieve arbitrary functionality. Moreover, a small number of control signals can be used with a large number of inputs by adjusting the amplitude of the control; and iv) Topology of the circuits can be adjusted to modify spin wave interactions. These knobs provide much flexibility to achieve sophisticated logic functions in a single step. More on these will be presented next.
We describe devices implementing SPWFs including 1) High Fan-in Majority Function (HFM), 2) Weighted High Fanin Majority Function (WHFM), and 3) WHFM with frequency multiplexing. Fig. 3 shows the SPWF-based schematic of a HFM. Here, all inputs (I 0 …I n-1 ) are of equal amplitude but have different phases. A simple superposition of the waves would yield a majority function at the output node. Furthermore, by using a control signal C(A) whose amplitude is modulated by an ME cell, different Boolean logic operations may be obtained. A circular arrangement of inputs may be used in this case for signal attenuation purposes: spin-waves travel an equal distance before interacting and are therefore attenuated by the same amount, leading to correct superposition. It must be noted that in this HFM, the delay would depend purely on the propagation distance and not on the number of inputs. By changing the bias voltage on the phase shifters (V b1 , V b2 ) as well as the control ME cell (V A ), dynamic reconfiguration of the HFM is possible. As the number of inputs scale, we would still need only one control input for configuration, albeit with higher amplification.
A. High Fan-in Majority Function (HFM) SPWF
While high fan-in gates based on capacitive threshold logic have been proposed [11] , such logic style has significant drawbacks due to difficulty in implementing accurate capacitors and sensitivity to soft errors. Some emerging technologies have proposed majority function logic gates. These include quantum dot cellular automata (QCA) [12] , magnetic QCA [13] , etc. All these have a very limited fan-in due to limited range of interactions and cannot be frequency multiplexed.
B. Weighted High Fan-in Majority (WHFM) SPWFs
In the HFM SPWFs, all the interfering spin waves have equal amplitude; by varying the amplitude of the control input arbitrary functions could be implemented. Additional functionality may be obtained by modulating the amplitudes of the input spin waves for realization of a weighted majority function. Fig. 5 shows the schematic of such a WHFM: in addition to high fan-in, these functions also have weighted inputs that alter the final result. For example, the schematic arrangement shows a linear topology for WHFM that implements the same functionality as in Fig. 3 . In this case, inputs furthest from the output are expected to attenuate more towards the point of interaction, and are therefore amplified more. Inputs closer to the output node are amplified less. Thus a different topology for the device may be employed in conjunction with amplification of inputs to achieve high fan-in majority and Boolean logic functions.
C. Frequency Multiplexed WHFM SPWFs
Fig . 6 shows the block diagram of a Frequency Multiplexed WHFM-SPWF. The general idea here is that multiple inputs of different frequencies can be simultaneously transmitted and evaluated over the ferromagnetic waveguide. The spin wave interference is frequency dependent and thus the information on individual spin waves is preserved. Similarly by multiplexing the control input, we can realize a large number of sophisticated functions simultaneously.
D. Physical Implementation: Proof of Concept
This section details an experimental demonstration of a majority SPWF. The practical realization of the multi-input majority function devices requires manipulation of the amplitude and phases of a number of spin waves reaching the point of interference. Fig. 7 shows a five-terminal spin wave test structure used in the experimental study of the prototype majority gate, for which experimental data illustrating spin wave interference has been obtained. The material structure from the bottom to the top consists of a silicon substrate, a 300nm thick silicon oxide layer, a 20nm thick ferromagnetic layer made of Ni 81 Fe 19 , a 300nm thick layer of silicon oxide and a set of five conducting wires on top. The distance between the wires is 2µm. Each of the five wires can be used as an input or an output port. In order to demonstrate a threeinput one-output majority gate, three of the five wires were used as input ports, and two other wires were connected in a loop to detect the inductive voltage produced by the spin wave interference.
The plot in Fig. 8 shows the output inductive voltage detected for different combinations of spin wave phases. An electric current passing through each wire generates a magnetic field, which, in turn, excites spin waves in the ferromagnetic layer. The direction of the current flow (the polarity of the applied voltage) defines the initial spin wave phase. The curves of different color in Fig. 8 depict the inductive voltage as a function of time for different combinations of the spin wave phases (e.g. 000, 010, 011 and 111). The results show that, phase of the output inductive voltage corresponds to the majority of phases of the interfering spin waves. The data are taken for 3GHz excitation frequency and at bias magnetic field of 95Oe (perpendicular to the spin wave propagation). All measurements were accomplished at room temperature.
IV. PROJECTED BENEFITS OVER STATE-OF-THE-ART SCALED CMOS: INTIAL EXPLORATION
The SPWFs enable the practical implementation of computational units accomplishing complex logic functions such as high fan-in majority function. These computational units may then be leveraged to build larger components (for e.g. arithmetic units). Using SPWFs represents a fundamental shift in mindset: high fan-in arithmetic logic may be implemented with fewer logic levels and lower delays than conventional designs. New algorithms can be devised to take advantage of the various SPWFs.
In this section we present the projected benefits of this new computational paradigm over state-of-the-art scaled CMOS; we analyze a carry-look-ahead (CLA) adder and a counter circuit. Many other arithmetic circuits and cryptographic algorithms would also similarly gain from this paradigm.
The main idea behind a carry-look-ahead addition is an attempt to generate all intermediate carries in parallel. The operation of a CLA adder, is dependent on the carry generate (G) and propagate (P) signals.
The main limitation for realizing high bitwidth adders in conventional CMOS circuits is the fan-in of conventional logic gates (e.g., AND/OR gates). For example, fan-in is being limited to 3 or 4 in 45nm technology [14] and expected to be similarly limited in ITRS-projected scaled CMOS; therefore, the CLA circuitry would need to utilize several levels of carrylook-ahead generators, leading to large delays. Fig. 9 shows the implementation of a 32-bit adder using a hierarchy of look-ahead circuits and exchange of carry, G and P signals between levels. The G and P signals are passed to the lower CLA levels. The carries are then passed back to the higher CLA levels. The number of such exchanges will increase as the number of bits to be added increases, contributing to higher delays as the bitwidth scales. In general, ݉ ൌ ‫݈݃‬ ݇ ܰ is the number of CLA levels that would be required for an N bit adder where 'k' is the blocking factor [16] . The blocking factor 'k' depends on the maximum fan-in of the available gates for a particular implementation. e.g., if k= 3, than a 64-bit CLA adder would have four levels of CLA; 128-bit CLA adder would need five levels and so on. Table I summarizes the delays of CMOS-based implementation as a function of the unit logic gate delay ∆g (corresponding to delay of CMOS gate with fan-in of 'k'). The overall delay is the sum of all the components described in Table I . A logarithmic increase in delay is expected for CMOSbased implementations with increase in number of levels. For the HFMG-SPWF adder design utilizing high fan gates, the G and P components will require one generation of C and the calculation of final require 2∆g. Since propagate can be overlapped with generate, a total delay of 5∆g for the CLA adder is obtained. Fig. 10 shows the factor of increase in numbe levels for CMOS-based implementation of CLA adders. expected, the graph shows that larger gains (with respect to number of logic gate levels) are obtained with increasing bitwidth. For example, 5.8X more logic gate levels would be required for a CMOS 1024-bit adder and 5X more levels would be required for a CMOS 256 equivalent SPWF-based versions. In these experiments, the 45nm CMOS-based implementations have individual gates with a maximum fan-in of 3, thus a blocking factor (k=3).
The other interesting aspect is to compare actual numbers for CMOS and SPWF-based implementations of the CLA adder. Fig. 11 shows delay in picoseconds for CMOS and SPWF implementations. Fig. 12 shows the performance improvements over CMOS for various input sizes of adders and for different feature sizes of the SPWF. SPWFs is independent of the number of the inputs, but it depends on the distance traversed by the spin waves before interference. This would be limited by the particular manufacturing process that is used which determines the feature size metric for the SPWFs. The comparison is state-of-the-art CMOS. As the manufacturing requirements are similar (probably more restrictive for CMOS), one can at least similar scaling for SPWFs as for CMOS in the future.
A delay of 60ps for a 3-input gate (based on HSPICE simulations) is used to compute the overall delay in the 45nm CMOS version. The delay for a SPWF is purely dependent on the group velocity of the spin waves and the distance tr Experiments have demonstrated a 500ps delay for a 5µm propagation distance [10] . Based on these delay values, t overall delay of various CLA adders is shown in Fig. 11 . graph indicates that the SPWF delay is bitwidth independent.
The corresponding performance benefits are reflected in Fig. 12 and show that even a 2.5µm HFM implementation is faster for 128 or more inputs than the 45nm CMOS version. The 45nm SPWF version is estimated to be about 77X faster for input widths equal to or greater than 1 as indicated by Fig. 12 . ilizing high fan-in components will require one ∆g. The the calculation of final sum will each . Since propagate can be overlapped with generate, g for the CLA adder is obtained.
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For example, consider a (n,log 2 (n+1) counts the number of logic '1's in a log 2 (n+1) outputs. Parallel counters are commonly used in fast multipliers' implementation. implementations of this counter have been shown in [1 different values of n and the design complexity quantified in terms of the number of logic ga Designing these gates with WHFM provides a 2X performance gain per unit gate delay. More significantly, as shown i section, it considerably reduces logic complexity. Fig. 13 shows the implementation of a (7, 3) counter using WHFM. This design consists of three WHFM devices implementing majority functions (no control bias). Phase shifters are used for inversion, and ME cells CMOS (k=3) vs. OGIC COMPLEXITY in structures can provide significant performance benefits for applications with a high degree of parallelism (e.g., single instruction multiple data (SIMD) applications). However, high levels of parallelism may not be available for applications with bit-chain dependencies). In those cases performance benefits of SPWFs ale significantly with bitwidth. However, SPWFs may enable significant reductions in the number of logic gates used as well as simplify interconnect requirements.
(n+1)) parallel counter that counts the number of logic '1's in an n-bit input and yields Parallel counters are commonly used in fast Optimized CMOS counter have been shown in [15] for and the design complexity has been number of logic gates needed. Designing these gates with WHFM provides a 2X performance gain per unit gate delay. More significantly, as shown in this section, it considerably reduces logic complexity.
shows the implementation of a (7, 3) counter using sign consists of three WHFM devices implementing majority functions (no control bias). Phase , and ME cells for weighing CMOS for different feature sizes in picoseconds as a function of input based implementations.
outputs (numbers in ME cells represent the amplification factor). The WHFM implementation requires only 3 logic devices, as opposed to 12 logic gates needed for an optimized CMOS (7, 3) parallel counter [15] . Table II shows how logic complexity scales for WHFM and CMOS versions of the parallel counter. In the WHFM implementations, the number of logic gates is always equal to the number of outputs (i.e., it scales as the log of the number of inputs). As input width scales, significant reductions in design complexity are obtained. (e.g., 8X fewer logic gates for (15, 4) and 15X fewer logic gates for (31, 5) counter). Performance improvements in conjunction with reductions in the logic complexity could enable new types of algorithms and efficient computational models in the future. VI. CONCLUSION New devices that simultaneously process a large number of inputs and implement more functionality in a single computational step compared to simple switches were discussed. These devices use the wave-based physical phenomena, e.g., the phase of spin-waves for information encoding, and interference and superposition for simultaneous processing of a large number of signals. More sophisticated SPWFs utilizing amplitude modulation, frequency multiplexing and modifying control schemes and topology were discussed. An experimental demonstration of a 5-input spin wave majority device was shown. Performance benefits for SPWF-based logic implementations over equivalent CMOS designs for carrylook-ahead (CLA) adders were quantified. A 45nm SPWFbased CLA adder is estimated to be at least 77X faster than an equivalent CMOS design for a bitwidth of 1024. Complexity reduction is highlighted in a counter circuit showing that even when performance gains are limited by bit-level dependence chains complexity is significantly reduced. The new direction outlined in this paper has the potential of significantly impacting and altering assumptions in important areas of digital computation including cryptography.
